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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR 

Hey Agorists, 

Can you believe the year is halfway complete? Cryptocurrency is          
still in a corrective bear market but we remain bullish for an            
uptrend to finish the year and into next year. Stay tuned for a full              
cryptocurrency market recap coming in the next issue. 

In this issue, the Trends article is written by Derrick Broze who            
describes the effect fake news is having on independent media          
and how that trend may stifle free speech and access to           
alternative voices. Can decentralized solutions save them? 

Next, Vin Armani explains the benefits, strategies, and tools to          
begin earning cryptocurrency and to make it easy to sell your           
products and services for crypto. 

Brian Berletic follows that up with a staple article for your           
self-sufficiency library about rainwater collection and filtration       
systems from hobby-level setups to full off-grid plans. 

Finally, I wrote about understanding the value of cultural capital,          
commonly called street cred, and how businesses earn and lose          
cultural capital. 
Also don’t forget to check out the Bitcoin and Silver reports.  

Until next issue, stay free and prosper!  

Jeff Paul, Editor  
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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

What Do Trends In Journalism Signal For The Future Of          
Freedom? 

 

By Derrick Broze 

As more mainstream media publications are moving their        
reporting behind a subscriber paywall, independent media outlets        
are seeking decentralized solutions. 
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Over the last several years, a number of large media corporations           
have opted to install some form of a paywall – that is, they have              
decided to make readers pay for all or some of the articles they             
read online. This change has been steadily taking place since the           
dawn of Internet journalism. Every year it seems like there are           
new reports of less and less people reading print newspapers as           
more readers flock to digital journalism. 

In 2016, a Pew Research poll showed that only 20 percent of            
adults in the U.S. received their news from print newspapers. The           
number had fallen from 27 percent in 2013. The poll reveals that            
the difference in readership is truly generational with only 5          
percent of 18 to 29 year olds reading print, and 48 percent of             
those 65 and older still reading physical newspapers. As legacy          
media outlets attempt to keep up with reader demands, more and           
more have opted to implement paywalls as a way to recover           
profits lost due to shrinking print sales. 

Most recently, Bloomberg has announced they will be moving         
their content behind a paywall. Back in April, Vanity Fair          
announced that after readers read their fourth article in a month           
they need to sign up for a $19.99 per year subscription to            
continue reading.  

In a recent piece titled “A Farewell to Free Journalism,” The           
Washington Post took note of this trend: 

Sooner or later, virtually everyone in the industry is going to           
put his or her content behind a subscription wall. And in           
general, you should bet on “sooner” rather than “later.” 

Paywalls may seem like an inevitability for Internet journalism, but          
why are they necessary? Will people pay for what they have           
become accustomed to getting for free? Are readers simply         
unwilling to finance the journalism they obviously enjoy reading?         
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What is the solution to keeping journalism funded at a time when            
speaking truth is more important than ever?  

The Post goes on to note that journalism outlets and independent           
journalists have always struggled to maintain financial stability.        
This instability has meant a dependency on advertising dollars.  

So how did my industry make it work for so long? The            
answer is that we never did, really, which is why so many            
newspapers and magazines are struggling to stay afloat, and         
so many Web publications are burning through piles of         
investor money as they hunt for a viable business model.          
The more interesting question is why we couldn’t make it          
work. And the answer to that lies in the structure of the            
traditional media business. 

The article goes on to explain that for more than a century            
magazines and newspapers have been dependent on       
subscriptions from readers to pay the bills. However, the cost of           
subscribing does not cover the actual costs of printing and          
delivering a paper. Instead, media outlets have made deals with          
advertisers who are desperate to get their products in front of           
readers of magazines and newspapers.  

The Post essentially puts most of the blame on the Internet for            
disrupting the old legacy model of selling ad space to finance           
journalism. With the digital space completely open to anyone         
wanting to create a website there is now an increase in supply of             
websites available to advertisers. More specifically, The Post lays         
the ultimate blame at the feet of Internet companies like Google           
and Facebook who “get content for free from their users, or other            
people on the Internet.” 

This shift towards advertising via social media and        
Internet-related services has allowed many advertisers to move        
away from focusing on advertising via magazines and        
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newspapers. In turn, these changes are leading to the increase in           
paywalls across many media outlets. However, it is not only the           
legacy corporate media outlets who are coping with the changing          
landscape. Independent and alternative media outlets are also        
struggling to keep up with the changes and find ways to pay            
writers and editors. 

In the last decade, the Internet and social media have contributed           
to the creation of a whole new industry of independent media           
based on social media virality. In the mid 2000s and early 2010s,            
a number of activists and soon-to-be digital journalists launched         
Facebook pages, Instagram accounts, and YouTube channels       
aimed at spreading information and ideas via memes and         
aggregated articles. Over time many of these accounts grew to          
reach millions and tens of millions of people.  

The most savvy of these individuals recognized the opportunity         
and turned their pages and channels into websites where they,          
too, could benefit from advertising dollars. The more viral the          
social media post, the more likely it was to take the readers away             
from social media towards newly created websites based on the          
social media accounts. This in turn led to revenue from          
advertising and, in many cases, these funds were used to create           
legitimate media outlets with teams of writers, editors, and social          
media gurus. 

However, in the last two years independent media outlets –          
specifically those dependent on social media for reach – have          
been struggling to stay afloat. The same issues that plague the           
corporate media also affect the independent media, but there is          
also the added burden of combating the establishment. 

Alternative and independent media often report stories and        
dissect narratives which directly counter the political       
establishment and mainstream media. This makes us an even         
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greater target for censorship. In addition, the response to the          
propaganda around Russian interference in the 2016 U.S.        
election has resulted in a number of indy outlets having been           
falsely labeled “Fake News” – a potential kiss of death when           
seeking advertisers. Social media giants like Facebook and        
YouTube have taken the cue by altering their algorithms to          
suppress the reach of independent media or, in some cases,          
outright shutting down pages and channels. At the same time,          
Google and other advertisers are increasingly unwilling to work         
with those of us who sit firmly outside of the mainstream           
conversation as these arbitrary labels prevail. 

 
Image: CorbettReport.com 

To be frank – this social media suppression and censorship is           
killing the independent media. Since the beginning of 2018, my          
colleagues in several of the largest media outlets have told me           
that they are no longer able to pay their writers or editors. Several             
talented writers and reporters are now being forced to find day           
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jobs to keep paying their bills because writing articles alone is not            
putting food on the table.  

In early June, The Anti Media announced they would halt original           
reporting for the time being. Ben Swann’s Truth in Media also           
announced an end to written reporting. Facebook pages like The          
Mind Unleashed (with more than 8 million followers on Facebook)          
are now struggling to reach a quarter of their former audience.  

It seems obvious that if this trend continues we will see the            
end of free content by independent and alternative media         
outlets. 

How can the independent media stay relevant (and profitable)         
when the corporate media is struggling to pay their bills? Paywalls           
do not work for independent media. Every single outlet I spoke           
with said that at some point they attempted to offer a subscription            
service for access to their reporting but were met with criticism           
and disbelief from their audiences. Even with voluntary        
subscription services like Patreon, indy media outlets struggle to         
get enough funds to pay their team and maintain a sustainable           
operation.  

Some outlets unfortunately have abandoned truth in favor of         
catering to what they think the audience wants to hear. Other           
outlets have tried to use crowdfunding campaigns to encourage         
readers to support operations. These efforts are also met with          
criticism as many readers tire of being asked for donations.          
Websites like Beacon offered a platform where news consumers         
could voluntarily choose to fund the journalist and stories they          
want to see covered. For two years Beacon was able to keep this             
formula going, but they eventually succumbed to the same issues          
we have discussed here. 
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If readers won’t pay for journalism and advertisers are wary of           
independent views and news, who will fund these projects? As          
The Washington Post noted,  

Either we will find someone else to pay for the news and            
opinion and cartoons you consume, or we will go out of           
business. That someone doesn’t have to be the reader. 

One recently emerging trend for funding journalism has seen         
independent media outlets partnering with cryptocurrency      
Decentralized Autonomous Organizations (DAOs). These DAOs      
have a treasury where anyone can submit proposals, which will          
help the crypto community grow and increase adoption of their          
currency.  

 

Most notably, mainstream journalist Ben Swann was able to go          
completely independent due to a new partnership with        
cryptocurrency DASH. Swann agreed to brand his website Truth         
In Media and his videos with “Powered by DASH,” as well as            
release promotional videos explaining the ins and outs of the          
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crypto. After Swann’s successful proposal several independent       
media outlets flooded the DASH community seeking funding. The         
Free Thought Project and We Are Change were also successfully          
funded, while Truth Theory, Press For Truth, and Collective         
Evolution were not. 

Teaming up with cryptocurrency organizations seems like an ideal         
partnership. Facebook and other social media have recently        
blocked advertising from crypto groups; and by partnering with         
independent media with an audience of millions these        
organizations can reach a new audience.  

However, just as with advertising dollars, some of the crypto          
crowd is wary of being associated with outlets and journalists who           
directly challenge the mainstream narrative and establishment       
politics. Also, these organizations’ main goal of partnering with         
indy media is to increase the adoption of their currency. Even if an             
independent media outlet can promise a reach of tens of millions           
of viewers, if those views do no translate to downloading crypto           
wallets or purchasing the currency then there is not much          
incentive for the DAOs.  

For example, after five months of funding from DASH, Ben          
Swann’s arrangement was ended due to a lack of audience          
adoption. This in turn led to Swann announcing the end of original            
reporting on his aforementioned Truth in Media website.        
Cryptocurrency financing, it seems, is not the panacea to the          
independent media’s problems. 

Closing Thoughts 

Whether we are talking about traditional advertising dollars,        
crowdfunding, subscriptions or monthly donations, or partnerships       
with DAOs, the fact of the matter is that journalism is not free. In              
the Internet Age, most people are used to the idea that news and             
information should be free. In fact, many people resent being          
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asked to pay for the reporting. However, despite the belief that           
information should be free to the public, writers, researchers, and          
editors need to be paid somehow. The corporate media         
journalists and writers will generally outlast the independent        
media simply due to having access to those with deep pockets. 

I fully expect to see the independent media shrink down to less            
than a handful of outlets. Perhaps the solution is for independent           
outlets to team up and form one new project that can sustain            
everyone instead of fighting for crumbs. I also think we will see            
individual reporters and personalities who have built up enough of          
a following survive on their own.  

Additionally, as we discussed in Counter Markets Issue 8, many          
of the aforementioned issues have spawned innovative attempts        
to build new media and social media systems, like Steemit, that           
promote freedom of thought and more fairly incentivize people for          
participating in the process of posting and sharing information.         
However, these systems are complex and still in development.         
There is a bit of a race against time for independent outlets trying             
to restructure their approach during this transformative time.  

As far as the mainstream corporate media goes, it seems like           
paywalls will be the name of the game. This means we are            
heading towards a world with a very tightly controlled mainstream          
press that readers must pay to access, and a very small           
independent/anti-establishment media.  

If this is not the world you are interested in seeing, I highly             
suggest offering financial support to your favorite independent        
media outlet or journalist.  
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Earn Crypto, Sell Your Products For Cryptocurrency  

 

By Vin Armani  

The official title of the document informally known as “The Bitcoin           
White Paper” is “Bitcoin: A Peer-To-Peer Electronic Cash        
System.” The author, Satoshi Nakamoto, in introducing his        
invention, makes it abundantly clear that the application of this          
technology is to enable electronic payments between merchants        
and customers. He specifically says that Bitcoin addresses the         
need for “an electronic payment system based on cryptographic         
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proof instead of trust, allowing any two willing parties to transact           
directly with each other without the need for a trusted third party.” 

Bitcoin, in Nakamoto’s view, is a means of exchange that          
provides significant advantages over the existing system, run by         
banks and regulated by the State. The entire raison d'être for           
Bitcoin is to be reliable, uncensorable money. It is that promise           
that attracted early adherents and propels cryptocurrency usage        
today among radical libertarians such as myself. 

In the last couple of years, it has been Bitcoin’s meteoric price            
increase (and corresponding “crashes”) that has attracted the        
attention of the mainstream financial apparatus. It is clear that          
Satoshi knew he had created something of great utility and, by           
extension, great value. However, it could be argued that the gains           
in Bitcoin’s price has shifted the public gaze away from Satoshi’s           
vision of a new, liberated means of exchange.  

Most of the recent influx of value to the Bitcoin blockchain has            
come in the form of people using fiat currencies to buy bitcoins –             
a process Rick Falkvinge refers to as “exchanging my bad money           
for good money.” Currency exchange is undoubtedly an important         
and valuable commercial activity. When I deplane after any         
international flight (with the exception of US-to-Panama), my first         
stop is almost always a currency exchange kiosk. My purpose, in           
making such an exchange is to pocket value in the form of the             
local “dirty fiat,” since paper US dollars, in many locales, are not            
widely accepted (and therefore useless).  

This is not the type of currency exchange that has, for the most             
part, driven up the price of Bitcoin. By and large, Bitcoin buyers            
have made their purchases with the hope that the price of Bitcoin            
would continue to rise, facilitating a profitable exit from Bitcoin          
back to fiat. Such behavior treats Bitcoin not as the medium of            
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exchange it was designed to be, but as a speculative instrument –            
a gamble. 

There is nothing fundamentally wrong or bad about viewing         
Bitcoin (or any other cryptocurrency) as a speculative instrument.         
In the echo chambers that are the social media communities          
which circle the most popular cash-like tokens – namely Bitcoin          
Cash and Dash – there is a narrative which insists that Bitcoin is             
not primarily a speculative asset or a store of value. Unfortunately           
for that narrative, most of the activity (even on those two “cash”            
blockchains) is of a speculative nature.  

The true “Bitcoin Revolution” hasn’t truly begun. Early speculators         
who bought and held Bitcoin from its formative years have now           
made a killing. The true revolution, however, will come in the form            
of entrepreneurs and contractors accepting bitcoin, instead of fiat,         
as payment for goods and services.The real global transformation         
will come as an early wave of first adopters earn bitcoin, as            
opposed to purchasing it.  

In this article we will discuss the benefits, strategies, and tools           
available to you, the entrepreneur, as you begin (or expand) your           
journey into earning cryptocurrency. 

I was raised in Southern California and, upon returning to the           
state after attending college in DC, I almost immediately moved to           
Los Angeles. The Korean grocery (or corner shop) is a fixture in            
LA. I worked at a software startup with a Korean project manager.            
His family had been in the city for decades and owned a number             
of little markets around the metro area. I remember going to           
happy hour with him early in our friendship and him being sure to             
mention that his family’s stores were “cash only.” When he made           
this remark, a broad smile came over his face and he gave a sly              
wink and nod.  
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It is totally normal to walk into a neighborhood corner store owned            
by a Korean family and confront “CASH ONLY” signs. A growing           
number of consumers now exclusively rely upon their debit cards          
for purchases. Many carry no paper fiat at all. To cater to these             
folks, many Korean grocers, instead of accepting cards, simply         
installed ATM machines in their stores. Clearly, these        
entrepreneurs are deriving benefit from remaining cash only.        
Bitcoin, when used as a medium of exchange, delivers - to brick            
and mortar and online businesses - all of the benefits that fiat            
cash delivers to Korean grocers. 

The suite of benefits that a business receives by being cash-only           
can be summed up in a single term: financial sovereignty. Money           
passes from being in complete control of the customer to being in            
complete control of the merchant. This peer-to-peer exchange        
offers a high degree of privacy. The merchant has great discretion           
when it comes to reporting the income of his business. Similarly,           
the merchant can use his acquired cash reserves to pay          
employees or vendors and report those payments at his discretion          
as well.  

The ability to make these sorts of private (“under the table”)           
payments provides a distinct advantage in immigrant       
communities, where a significant number of people within said         
community may not be legally employable due to their         
immigration status. Paper fiat doesn’t leave a paper trail. This          
makes paper fiat not just the most attractive option for Korean           
grocers, it also is the property of traditional cash that makes it            
attractive to those who have a vested interest in keeping the State            
in the dark when it comes to their voluntary transactions. Since, in            
our modern financial system, there is essentially no separation         
(thanks to regulatory capture and central banking) between the         
banks and the State, putting your money in the hands of the bank             
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is putting your money (and all information about the source of that            
income) in the hands of the State. 

As my two-part saga (in the May and June issues of Counter            
Markets) of my battle with the City of Las Vegas demonstrated:           
one of the primary functions of agents of the State, at every level             
– municipal to international – is to sniff out economic activity that            
is not currently being regulated or taxed and to extract a “pound of             
flesh,” using violent force if necessary. Peer-to-peer electronic        
cash – cryptocurrency as a medium of exchange – allows          
unregulatable economic activity. What the State can’t see, the         
State can’t tax.  

There’s no such thing as “opening an anonymous business         
checking account.” However, accepting cryptocurrency payments      
on a wallet, point-of-sale system, or even through an established          
merchant gateway can be accomplished by even non-technical        
merchants. 

I purchased my first bitcoins in December of 2012. The price for a             
single bitcoin at that time was $15. In the fall of 2013, the price              
had risen to $1000 and I wanted to “cash out.” Mt. Gox, the only              
even halfway legitimate exchange at the time, was experiencing         
severe issues due to the crushing load that the price boom           
brought with it. I proceeded to begin liquidating my holdings          
primarily by purchasing gift cards. Amazon gift cards cards had          
just become available for purchase with BTC via Gyft.com.         
Point-of-sale was incredibly buggy. I remember spending hours        
on the phone with customer service trying to get a refund for a             
BitPay payment gone wrong. Fast forward to early 2018 and I’m           
on the phone with Coinbase’s customer service after a purchase          
on Expedia had gone awry in a similar way to that initial purchase             
in 2013.  
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Crypto point-of-sale still leaves much to be desired, particularly in          
the realm of brick-and-mortar business. However, I have been         
selling my products for crypto for years now, and I have found            
solutions that are “good enough” for me to recommend. 

If you have purchased my book, vodka, coding classes, or even a            
subscription to this newsletter using crypto, then you’ve used         
CoinPayments.net. This is my go-to crypto payment processor.        
They currently accept over 650 coins and tokens – all of the major             
blockchains and privacy coins as well as hundreds of Ethereum          
tokens. I have only ever enabled a handful of tokens (typically           
enabling the top 10 by market cap will more than do you), but you              
can mix and match as you see fit. It is free to sign up for an                
account. All that is needed is a valid email address and you are             
good to go.  

CoinPayments has a relatively simple-to-use WordPress plugin       
that integrates with WooCommerce. This means that setting up a          
full-featured shopping cart which can accept and process        
cryptocurrency payments for orders is within the grasp of         
everyone. If you are selling something online, you have no excuse           
for not accepting crypto.  

For GVRNURSLF.com, we use the Shopify platform with        
Coinbase and BitPay integration. While we lose privacy        
functionality (both Coinbase and BitPay demand quite a bit of          
information about you and your business) and are limited in the           
number of currencies we can accept with those payment         
processors, both offer immediate exchange to fiat and deposit into          
our bank account. 

Cryptocurrency point-of-sale systems for brick-and-mortar     
businesses are lackluster to say the least. For years they were           
simply non-existent. One of the biggest challenges that Bitcoin         
presents for brick-and-mortar businesses is the fact that, until a          
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transaction has been mined into a block (“confirmed”), there is at           
least some possibility of a double spend scenario where the          
merchant would lose money. Even in optimal conditions, it can          
take 10 minutes or more for a Bitcoin transaction, once broadcast           
to the network, to even receive a single confirmation. This time           
lag simply doesn’t integrate into the current point-of-sale user         
experience for physical businesses. The time between you paying         
for your purchase and leaving a store is generally just a few            
seconds.  

Satoshi built Bitcoin with a relatively low risk solution for “instant”           
transactions. Once a broadcasted transaction has been       
propagated through the network (this generally takes 2 or 3          
seconds total), the funds associated with that transaction cannot         
be spent. Even if the transaction is not confirmed, an attempt to            
spend the funds again, or send them back to yourself, will be            
rejected outright by the network. This functionality is known as the           
“First Seen Rule” and enables merchants to feel quite confident          
that a transaction is valid even though it is unmined – “Zero            
Confirmation” aka “0-Conf”. This functionality was removed in        
Bitcoin Core (BTC) in 2017 as the blocks became full. On that            
network, transactions can be replaced by a transaction spending         
the same funds but with a higher miner fee attached to the            
transaction (Replace-By-Fee). Bitcoin Cash (BCH), Dash, and       
Litecoin (LTC) all have very reliable 0-Conf functionality, utilizing         
Satoshi’s original design. Dash also has additional Instant Send         
capabilities in wallets which fully leverage the additional        
capabilities of the Dash Masternode Network. For in-person        
point-of-sale, Dash and BCH are the clear winners. 

Here in New Hampshire, which boasts more physical        
crypto-accepting businesses per capita than any other region on         
Earth, virtually all of those merchants are using AnyPay as their           
payment platform. AnyPay also allows a high degree of privacy.          
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You simply sign up (preferably on a smartphone or tablet) at           
POS.AnyPay.global. Like CoinPayments, all that is required is a         
valid email address. You then supply your own destination         
addresses for the coins you wish to enable (BTC, BCH, LTC,           
DASH, and DOGE are all available) and you are in business.           
Because you can supply your own final destination address, some          
merchants choose to use their Coinbase or Uphold addresses.         
This allows them one click (or even automated daily) conversion          
of their crypto receipts to fiat which is then deposited into their            
bank account. For now, AnyPay is a solid solution. I’ve used it. It             
works well enough and I feel quite comfortable recommending the          
application (which is, in fact, a website, not a mobile app). 

Getting crypto into the hands of the masses is a “chicken and            
egg” problem. After all, both buyer and seller need to be           
participating in the ecosystem in order for the ecosystem to          
flourish. The reason that I believe strongly in focusing on          
merchant adoption is that a merchant doesn’t have to actually be           
in possession of any cryptocurrency in order for them to accept it.            
However, once merchants are in possession of their first         
EARNED crypto, the economic incentives for them to spend that          
crypto in the form they received it (like the Korean grocer           
spending cash) are significant.  

Merchants with cryptocurrency reserves are the engines which        
will drive mass adoption. I know this for a fact. My own            
ever-growing reserves are, in large part, what truly lit a fire under            
me to move to New Hampshire. Now, I go out of my way to pay               
for both the essentials and luxuries of life with cryptocurrency.          
Enough sellers here accept multiple currencies that I rarely even          
have to exchange between different coins, nevermind converting        
my “good money into bad money.” Best of all, I get to spend all of               
the hard-earned fruits of my labor, as opposed to being forced to            
hand over a portion to armed thieves. I am able to fully support             
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small businesses, local farmers and artisans here in New         
Hampshire and businesses that accept crypto around the world. I          
am eager to support your business as well by spending it on your             
products and services. All you have to do is earn it. 
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SELF-SUFFICIENCY 
Water Independence: Collecting Rainwater 

By Brian Berletic 

Introduction 

While water is one resource that technology has made abundant          
in most communities around the globe, mismanagement or        
impropriety in even the most advanced nations on Earth can lead           
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to shortages real or artificial. In order to sidestep this risk, we can             
pursue a variety of options to ensure we have access to water. 

Before we get into water filtration for drinking, first we must have            
water to filter. 

One obvious source of water is rainfall. 

People collect rainwater for a variety of reasons. They fall into           
three basic categories: irrigation, indoor non-potable use, and        
home potable use. 

Rainwater can be collected and used for all of your daily tasks.            
Here are a few examples: 

● Watering your garden or lawn; 
● Washing vehicles and walkways; 
● Refilling pools and ponds; 
● Flushing toilets and; 
● Small-scale farming. 

There are many uses for rainwater even before filtering it for           
drinking and showering. 

How to Collect Rainwater 
The most basic method of collecting rainwater is simply to leave           
containers out to catch rain. Keep a second, larger container in a            
shaded area and well covered that you add collected water to in            
order to save it. 

While this method works fine and provides the easiest way to get            
into saving rainwater, taking the next step gives you access to           
vastly more water with little effort. 

Homes and other residential structures with roofs form a perfect          
surface for collecting rainwater. Most have a system of gutters on           
them to channel water into a drainage system. Introducing a          
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collection vessel between your gutters and your drain is a simple           
way to collect a huge amount of rainwater in a single storm. 

Here’s a few things to keep in mind when doing this: 

1. Water is heavy! Make sure whatever container you are          
collecting rainwater in, when fully filled, will not be too heavy for            
whatever surface you have the container placed on. Take a          
careful look around and plan ahead in your mind regarding what           
would happen if the container tipped over.  

2. Drainage. Your container will likely overflow at some point and           
when it does, you need to make sure you have a plan for where              
that water will go. An overflow system that directs excess water           
into existing drainage systems works perfect, since that’s where         
all your rainwater was going to go in the first place. 

3. Debris. Rooftops and gutters accumulate debris. Keep your         
gutters clean and use screening material to filter out large debris           
from entering into your collection vessel. 

4. Cleaning. Eventually you’re going to have to clean out your           
collection vessel. Plan ahead for this. Have a plan on how to            
empty it and move it so that you can clean it. 

5. Usage. Now that your container is full, you need a way to             
access it for daily chores. For irrigation, if your container is           
located above your garden or field, you can use gravity. Water           
pumps of different sizes are also an option.  

Rainwater Containers 
Plastic Garbage Pails: The simplest sort of containers can be          
newly purchased plastic garbage pails. These have lids that in          
most cases can be easily modified to include inlets and screening           
for filtration. You can also use non-toxic silicone sealer to          
integrate valves into the pail as a water outlet. Pails are cheap, so             
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experimentation is possible and not much is lost if an experiment           
fails. 

It is also possible to just use a pail as-is. I personally use a large               
plastic pail to collect rainwater for a rooftop garden. The water I            
collect can be pumped via small solar powered water pumps into           
a large HDPE plastic barrel that itself has a solar-powered pump           
for automated irrigation. 

While the automated irrigation system is a bit of a project, the            
actual rainwater collection couldn’t be simpler. 

Rain Barrels: These are purpose-built containers you can        
purchase from a variety of suppliers, made specifically for         
collecting, holding, and distributing rainwater. They often come        
with screening for debris filtering built-in, as well as valves for           
water outlets. 

Connecting Rain Barrels: Alternatively, somewhere between a       
rain barrel and a huge tank, is the option of connecting rain            
barrels together. A tube connecting one barrel to another ensures          
that overflow from one goes into the next, and the next, until all             
the barrels you’ve hooked up in series are filled. This distributes           
the weight of the water more evenly, and is a cheap way to get              
past the limitations of a single barrel without having to invest in            
not only buying and transporting a larger tank, but also installing           
it. 
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A series of rain barrels connected to each other can have their            
connections toward the bottom of the barrels or at the top. At the             
bottom, you can empty your barrels from a single barrel in the            
series. 
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If the connectors are at the top, you can empty the barrels in any              
sequence you prefer, but you will have to empty each one           
individually once the water line is below wherever you place the           
connector. 

Going Larger: Rain barrels are great, cheap, and easily         
implemented by almost anyone at almost any residence.        
However, their one limitation is storage capacity. Getting larger         
containers means a larger investment, more planning, and more         
consideration put into supporting the immense weight it will         
represent when fully filled. 

Larger containers also require more thought and investment in         
distributing the water once collected. All of this will depend on           
what you plan on using the water for. It will also be more difficult              
to clean out this larger container when necessary. 

Getting Started 
It is recommended that those interested in rainwater collection         
start small, and work their way up. This gives you experience in            
collecting, storing, and distributing rainwater with a minimum        
investment involved. It will also allow you to experiment with tools           
and techniques (like water pumps and valves systems) that will be           
used in larger systems if you decide to upgrade. 

Check Local Laws: There are also legal considerations to take          
into account. Here in Thailand, it is perfectly legal to collect           
rainwater. Communities are encouraged to collect larger amounts        
of water during monsoon season in what are essentially miniature          
community reservoirs. These could be used for household        
non-potable use or even irrigation during the dry season. 

In other countries, including the United States, there are some          
areas where collecting rainwater is restricted or banned        
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altogether. In other areas it is encouraged. Check your local laws           
to make sure before investing in a rainwater collection system. 

Out of Sight: Whatever your motivations for doing so, making          
your water collection system conspicuous is always a possibility.         
This may be because collection vessels are unattractive.        
Positioning a garden with high shrubbery around your collection         
vessel is one way of keeping it from view. Partially or fully burying             
your system may also work. 

 

Burying the system requires checking for gas or power lines          
before digging, and also requires a means of extracting the water           
once collected. In the United States, there are companies that          
specialize in installing large, underground systems like this one in          
Seattle, Washington.  
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Pumps: Electric water pumps can be used to retrieve water from           
depth or distribute it. 

Always check water pumps for their specifications. Their “head”         
means how high they can pump water. A pump with a 1 meter             
head can move water up one meter. Always try to get a pump that              
can easily overreach the height you require. This means less          
wear on your pump and lessens the likelihood of your pump           
burning out. 

If you use your pump for critical tasks like irrigating your garden or             
farm, or for daily household tasks like washing or flushing toilets,           
make sure you have a second water pump on hand in case the             
first burns out or otherwise stops working. 

I personally use a very small 12V DC water pump hooked directly            
to a solar panel and voltage regulator to irrigate my rooftop           
garden. There is a water level sensor that will automatically cut           
the circuit when water in the reserve tank is too low. This prevents             
my pump from burning out while trying to pump water that doesn’t            
exist. 

Like with rainwater collection itself, start small with pumps and          
work your way up as you gain experience and confidence. Since           
water pumps use electricity, use maximum safety when working         
on them near water. Always make sure your pump is unplugged           
(not merely turned off) before installing it, uninstalling it, working          
on it, or cleaning it.  

What’s Next? 
Collecting rainwater is a very simple, very straightforward        
exercise in self-sufficiency that virtually anyone can do, under any          
circumstances, with almost anything you have on hand or         
anything easy and cheap enough to get on short notice. 
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Rainwater collecting is something that you can start out small with           
and work your way up as you build experience and knowledge           
regarding other options, and as you find new ways to utilize your            
new supply of water. 

When you think about it, reservoirs that supply our towns and           
cities work on the same principle. By collecting rainwater, you are           
simply doing this on a much smaller, more localized scale. Just as            
we use reservoir water for all our daily needs, our rainwater can            
be used for all our daily needs as well. 

In order to do this, you’re going to need to figure out how much              
rain falls and how much you’d need to collect to use day to day              
with some to spare. By some estimates, a 25x40 foot rooftop can            
yield about 600 gallons of water in an hour of moderate rainfall. 

By starting small and keeping track of how much rain you’re able            
to collect after different amounts of rainfall, you’ll be able to           
calculate how much you’ll be able to realistically save over a           
year’s time.  

If you live somewhere where it gets cold during the winter, or in a              
region with dry seasons, you will need to take this into           
consideration when deciding how much water to store and how          
much you’ll have available at different times of the year. 

For those interested in drinking their own water supply, this will           
require water filtration systems. Good systems that have been         
tested and certified can remove virtually all harmful substances         
from your water. However, they often operate under high pressure          
and waste a lot of water as much of it does not make it through               
the filter and into your drinking water storage tank. 

But drinking water is another subject for another time. Start out by            
setting up your own system and both experimenting with it and           
getting an idea of just how much water you’ll have available to            
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you. Depending on what you’re using it for, you’ll be able to fit in              
rainwater collection to your larger resource management system.        
At minimum, you’ll have extra water on hand for at least a garden,             
or washing your car; and with it a greater sense of self-sufficiency            
and awareness of managing resources like water for yourself. 
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WEALTH 

Understanding The Value Of Cultural Capital 

 

Art by Sean D’Anconia 

By Jeff Paul 

For-purpose businesses are the most powerful tool to change the          
world. Not politics. But they rely on cultural capital for success.           
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Cultural capital is the unseen value and resulting impact of your           
principles. 

Being educated in government indoctrination camps, I was duped         
into believing politics was the only civilized way to change things.           
I wasted many good years within the false left-right paradigm          
trying to get government to do what I wanted – deliver more            
peace and freedom. I eventually discovered that was impossible         
because government is the opposite of peace and freedom. As a           
result, I hung my slim hopes of change on a great collapse to             
reset the rigged system. Those were dark and depressing days! 

Then came Bitcoin, Uber, Silk Road, and a host of other           
free-market solutions that appeared to render the government        
obsolete. Bitcoin proved we don't need to “trust” government to          
create and manage money. Uber proved we don't need         
State-imposed monopolies (medallions) to regulate taxis. Silk       
Road proved that the trade of experiential substances can be          
safe, peaceful and reliable without the government's so-called        
protection services. 

Those projects sparked a passion in me for working for-purpose          
projects like CoinText and even this newsletter. Yet not every          
business needs a lofty purpose or to be paradigm-changing like          
Uber to make a difference. Today, a few huge corporations seem           
to understand that they can effect positive change without politics          
and earn huge cultural capital for doing so. Others have lost           
cultural capital by being too political. It's valuable to examine how           
to earn or lose cultural capital. 

As I discussed in a previous article describing eight forms of           
capital, cultural capital and other types of capital typically precede          
financial capital. I wrote “Entrepreneurs who're authentically       
participating in a specific culture will always possess ‘capital’ to          
overcome deficiencies in other forms of capital.” Earning cultural         
capital requires much less energy than acquiring customers        
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through traditional marketing. Thus it's very appealing to        
businesses. But it also doesn't require much energy to lose          
cultural capital either. 

To quickly illustrate the economic power of cultural capital, recall          
when tabloid star Kylie Jenner sent Snapchat's stock tumbling         
$1.3 billion dollars with a single Tweet! 

 

It's astonishing that Kylie's perceived cultural status wields so         
much influence over the stock market (financial capital). Yet when          
Pepsi tried to use her supermodel twin sister Kendall in a           
commercial hoping to win cultural capital by attempting to appeal          
to young multicultural activists, it backfired so badly that it was           
mocked on SNL. Watch below. It cost Pepsi immeasurable         
cultural capital. 
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Why did it backfire? One word – authenticity. 

Kylie was authentic in her statement that she no longer uses           
Snapchat. So it resonated with her followers and was recognized          
by Wall Street. Meanwhile, Pepsi and Kendall are clearly not          
authentic anti-war or freedom activists. So the commercial reeked         
of pandering and seemed like a blatant attempt to grab cultural           
capital without earning it. 

All of the marketing dollars in the world can't replace authenticity.           
Yet redirecting some resources to improve customers’ lives in         
unique ways can yield massive returns when applied        
appropriately. 

A few big corporations recently found clever ways to build cultural           
capital with libertarian customers by taking on the State. 

Domino's Pizza recently launched an initiative      
PavingForPizza.com to fix potholes in areas where they have         
chains located. Announced on their Twitter: 
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In doing so, Domino's, perhaps unwittingly, answered the most         
common and most mind-numbing criticism of anarcho-capitalism       
– “Without the State, who will build the roads?” This earned           
Domino's massive street cred in the libertarian community by         
proving that, despite huge budgets, governments are inadequate        
at fixing roads and that private industry will do a better job for free.  
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But it's not for free. It's in exchange for cultural capital. 

Popular meme-master Anarchyball replied to Domino's      
announcement with a graphic of their logo in AnCap or          
voluntaryist colors of black and gold. 

 

That's cultural capital. Because I vote with my wallet, I will now            
consider giving more business to Domino's on family pizza night          
where previously they weren't on my radar. 

Domino's says they'll save your good pizza from “bad roads” in           
their campaign pitch:  

Potholes, cracks, and bumps in the road can cause         
irreversible damage to your pizza during the drive home from          
Domino's. We can't stand by and let your cheese slide to           
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one slide, your toppings get un-topped, or your boxes get          
flipped. So we're helping to pave in towns across the country           
to save your good pizza from these bad roads. 

For libertarians, the answer to theoretical question, “Who will build          
or fix the roads?” is obvious. People with an interest in having            
quality roads can maintain the roads without the need for          
involuntary taxes. Domino's proved this theory to be true. 

To be fair, there was a time when government served the           
purpose, through conquer and force of eminent domain, of         
charting relatively straight courses for major routes and funded         
the building of transportation infrastructure prior to a collective         
free market being capable of such feats. However, today there is           
little need for eminent domain as most major routes in are settled.            
We've only recently reached a point when there may be a more            
effective way to do road maintenance and upgrades than         
government. 

Additionally, most statists and libertarians alike don't realize that         
roads are already primarily paid for by voluntary usage fees like           
gasoline taxes at the pump, name-a-highway programs (cultural        
capital), vehicle registration fees and tolls – not income taxes as           
commonly believed. A Stateless society would likely use similar         
schemes to fund road maintenance. But Domino's proved that         
even in the absence of sufficient funding or services, private          
charitable action will emerge by those who directly benefit from          
maintaining the roads. 

A more relevant question to ask is, “What's the most efficient way            
to provide services without extortion?” 

Both governments and entrepreneurs are in the problem-solving        
business. Governments do indeed deliver services but they rely         
on force and extortion to fund bloated budgets with little          
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accountability; while entrepreneurs rely on voluntary market       
competition and the profit motive to deliver services efficiently. 

One service that government claims a monopoly on is protection.          
Under the guise of keeping you safe, some local governments          
have outlawed unlicensed lemonade stands and they're using        
force and fines to prosecute children. 

In a display of savage agorism, popular lemonade brand under          
Kraft Heinz, Country Time, is “taking a stand for lemonade          
stands” by pledging to help kids cover the costs of fines and city             
permits when young kids get their lemonade stands shut down          
and fined. 

 

Country Time stated, “When life gives you arcane laws, make          
lemonade” and launched a fund called Legal-Ade consisting of “a          
crack team ready to straighten out lemonade stands permits and          
fines.” 
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Country Time's “Legal-Ade” fund is only up to $60,000 and          
expires in September 2018. Yet the value of positive attention the           
brand has received because of it is orders of magnitude higher.           
Although we don't drink much lemonade in my house, because I           
vote with my wallet I grabbed some Country Time the other day at             
Costco almost on impulse. Agorism tastes good! 

Similarly, Uber also paid municipal fines accrued by drivers and          
got lawmakers to change arcane laws to allow their service. 

A story out of Miami last year echoes the struggle Uber faces to             
replace the government's taxi protection racket with a far-superior         
reputation system. It also shows how some statists want to extort           
as much money from Uber as possible before letting them do           
business in their region. 

Uber ran a thriving, renegade business for two years in          
Miami-Dade, treating $4 million in county fines as a start-up          
expense as its growing ridership helped pressure lawmakers        
to change the taxi laws to accommodate the popular         
ride-hailing option. 
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On Tuesday, county commissioners approved a deal letting        
Uber pay half of the fines levied against its drivers, a           
settlement that some bashed as unfortunate given the        
county’s financial straits and the company’s deep pockets. 

“This is a $50 billion company, worldwide,” said        
Commissioner Bruno Barreiro. “A $2 million additional       
allocation is basically a rounding error in their budget. … I           
really believe they should step up to the plate and pay the            
full amount.” 

The negotiated settlement wraps up one of the final loose          
ends of Uber’s lobbying and public relations campaign to         
legalize app-based ride hailing in Miami-Dade.      
Commissioners passed a law in May 2016 legalizing Uber,         
Lyft and other app-based competitors to taxis, which have         
seen business plummet since the popular services came to         
town. 

After launching in the Miami market in the spring of 2014,           
Uber told drivers it would cover fines from county inspectors          
and used company lawyers to fight nearly 5,000 citations         
issued over the 24 months before Miami-Dade legalized the         
service. 

As government seeks to gain financial capital by punishing a          
service that everyone loves, they lose cultural capital. 

Imagine how much resources would have been required to fix the           
taxi industry through politics, if it was even possible. Taxis in NYC            
were notorious for being filthy, rude and refusing to pick up           
minorities. Uber solved that with an app. No new laws or taxes            
needed. Uber's ground-breaking technology offered such a better        
experience for passengers that it immediately earned cultural        
capital. It earned even more by supporting its grey market drivers           
in over-regulated markets. 
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Uber also lost some cultural cred with social justice warriors for           
having a frat-house office culture. The loss was so severe that           
Uber's founder and CEO was replaced. It goes to show that           
appealing to certain cultures can have trade-offs. 

Another corporation that is well known for its cultural capital is           
Starbucks. They're widely praised for treating workers well and         
creating a pleasant environment for drinking coffee, working on         
your computer, or just hanging out. However, Starbucks is just as           
susceptible to losing social capital as anyone else. 

Starbucks recently called the police to deal with two loiterers after           
they objected to the policy of restricting the use of its bathroom to             
paying customers. The visitors were minorities, which caused        
social justice outrage. The outrage was so loud that Starbucks’          
founder Howard Schultz ordered sensitivity training for the entire         
staff and changed its bathroom policy to open it to the public. 

Since gaining cultural value precedes gaining financial value,        
losing it can precede a loss in revenue as well. Starbucks recently            
announced the closure of 150 stores in 2019, leaving me to           
imagine if that's what's happening here. 

The unseen value of cultural capital can make or break your           
business or your personal success and wealth. What culture are          
you authentically serving? What ways can you improve the lives          
of people in that culture? Answer those two questions and more           
wealth is right around the corner. 
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

June turned out to be a stabilizing month for Bitcoin, as the price             
declined from about $7700 at the start of the month, to a low of              
$6k mid-month, and then recovered back to the $6700 range          
we’re at today. While these swings may seem extreme, they were           
actually quite mild for Bitcoin. Lately we’ve seen swings of 40% or            
more in a given month, so this 20% volatility seems like relatively            
calm waters.  

This selloff in the first part of June was triggered by a CFTC             
investigation into price manipulation at various cryptocurrency       
trading exchanges. The CFTC regulates all commodities trading;        
and since Bitcoin is regarded as a commodity for now, this           
agency approached numerous exchanges and asked them for        
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their trade records. Most of the exchanges refused to cooperate.          
In return, the CFTC opened up formal investigations and         
delivered subpoenas compelling these companies to turn over        
their records. Investors and traders are worried that the CFTC will           
conclude that Bitcoin’s price has been manipulated, and the true          
value isn’t anywhere near where it currently stands. In all          
likelihood the price of Bitcoin has been manipulated, and         
continues to be manipulated, just as all asset prices are. Stocks           
are manipulated on a daily basis with news reports, upgrades,          
downgrades, fat-finger trades, and even press releases. Bitcoin        
is no different; the same market forces apply, so there likely has            
been price manipulation along the way. 

As Bitcoin sells off with this news, it tends to take the entire             
cryptocurrency market with it, so we saw sell-offs in just about all            
the alt-coins as well in early June. The knee-jerk reaction to this            
news seemed to bottom mid-June and the price has stabilized as           
investors began to realize that, despite any potential        
manipulation, the money sitting on the sidelines waiting to get into           
Bitcoin is still absolutely enormous compared to its market cap. 

Coinbase just opened up its own cryptocurrency index fund,         
exclusively for high-net-worth investors, $250k to $20 million. This         
weighted fund will hold massive amounts of several of the largest           
cryptocurrencies, and is already experiencing huge demand. 

In addition to Coinbase, news was just released that         
Susquehanna, one of the world’s largest global trading firms is          
opening up trading for Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash, and Ethereum. Their          
executives have stated they believe cryptocurrencies to be an         
asset class that will change the face of financial services forever.  
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So while all this positive movement is going on in the background,            
the day-to-day price of Bitcoin is still very susceptible to news           
headlines, hacking reports, government inquiries, and the general        
fear and greed waves that come with them. For now, our advice is             
to sit back and ride out any volatility as the big picture is still              
completely intact here, and all signs are pointing to tremendous          
amounts of capital coming into the market.  

The previous boom that drove Bitcoin to near $25k was the           
consumer boom. The groundwork is now being laid for the          
institutional boom, and everyone in the industry is expecting it will           
eclipse the consumer boom many times over.  

For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we suggest using            
Coinbase to take your first position.  

Be careful with your position sizing; don’t invest more than you’re           
comfortable losing. Also expect major volatility, with possible price         
swings of 50% or more in a matter of days.  

 

Silver Update 
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We saw silver fall below $16 for the first time this year in June. It               
didn’t fall far below, only to $15.88, but it did break out of the              
lower end of its year-to-date trading range. We’ve been stuck in a            
very narrow band here, from about $16.25 to $17.50. The drop           
down below $16 isn’t a huge move by any means, but it is a              
breakout to the downside, which tends to have some follow          
through. Silver has some pretty strong support around the $15.50          
level, so there’s a good chance we bounce, or at least consolidate            
for a while before any further significant moves.  

The debt cycle problems that we detailed in the June Issue are            
still ongoing, and likely will be for the next 1-2 years. Given that             
inevitability, combined with the scheduled interest rate increases,        
we expect equities markets to start correcting in the         
not-too-distant future. Once this happens we should see a lot          
more interest in the gold and silver markets.  

The other factor coming up is seasonality. Historically, there has          
been a lot more interest in the precious metals markets in Q1 and             
Q4 each year. The running hypothesis is that institutional traders          
take off during the late spring and return to work in the fall. In              
general, equities and precious metals markets tend to experience         
greater volatility starting around September, so that could be         
another catalyst to break silver out of the current trading range.  

For those of you who don’t own any silver, times like this are the              
perfect time to buy. You can find great prices from a trusted            
supplier at Money Metals Exchange. 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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